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About This Game
Will you become the greatest Head of State ?
Play one of the powerful rulers of a nation! . Slip into the shoes of the President of the U.S., or the leader of China, Russia, United
Kingdom, or other countries. Expand your influence on the world stage.
Two game modes are available
● Competition Mode : Play solo or with other players (up to 16 internet players). Confront one another or ally with other heads
of state. Armed conflicts, economic wars, attacks, spying, treason and alliances . . . anything could happen between computer
and human players.
● Simulation Mode : Choose a Head of State among the 170 proposed nations. Plunge into each of the 20 contextual scenarios
included, such as "Get out of the World Crisis" or "Afghanistan: The New Vietnam?" or “Iran, the next nuclear power ?”
The world's only simulation engine of its kind. With a new engine that includes thousands of updated economic values, players
have access to more than 1,000 different actions and can interact with 3D characters with over 6 hours of dialogue

Several integrated options:
● Online and real-time player rankings.
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● Choice of secret objectives.
● Integration of your own photos or 3D faces, logos, and
names, to make the game even more realistic.
● Interactive world map with more than 100 types of units
(buildings, military units, industry plants,...) in realtime 3D
● Interactive and realtime tutorial to easily learn main game
mechanisms.
● Original quiz game “test your knowledge” with over 3,000
questions. Various thematics, multiplayer and ranking
options: a good way to learn by playing!
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Title: Rulers of Nations
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Eversim
Publisher:
Eversim
Release Date: 16 Jul, 2014
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 10, 8, 7, VISTA, XP
Processor: 1.6 GHz
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: any card compatible with DirectX
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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Great art, fun puzzles!. Fun game, short and sweet and satisfying when you finish it! Good fuse of logic and weirdness.. This
game is not too bad. The controls to me where hard, and the graphics where just okay. I give this a 60/100.. Loved replaying this
gem, oringinally purchased each episode waiting patiently for each release was thrilled to see it on Steam
The game is full of humour from a very witty developer.
Hoping this isn't the last we see of our gardener Duncan and his wheelbarrows. Really good point and click game with some
cynical, offensive humor that actually got me quite a few times. I'd throw out warnings for some bad sex worker jokes in the
first part, but it improves significantly from there.. I like doing something with hands in VR. It's what's making it real. There are
a few cool things you can do. Like lighting up a molotov cocktail and putting enemies on fire. Or drinking some strange drink
called 'serum'. And it's a natural part of the game you'll love to use. I am not a fan of cartoonish visuals, so this side of the game
lost me. Anyway it's a cool bow shooter.
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Nice point&click and hidden-object game.
Long. Good graphics. Interesting puzzles.. This is without doubt an idle game. There have been a little to no focus on gameplay
and hitboxes. Cannot recommend to people that is looking for a game to play.
This game can only be recommended to people that want easy achievements.. Recently got addicted to Escape the Room games,
thanks to VR. Loved the game. A few of the puzzles had me scratching my head for a bit. Was a lot of fun and im excited for
the next chapter. Took about 30-45min to beat. Similar to Abode in length. Its fun and interesting but kind of difficult to learn.
Also feeding the colonists is really annoying.
Edit: feeding colonists is a lot easier now, highly recomend game.. In 2015 the developer promised an update that will let you
skip the extremely long introduction. I don't think even EA would take this long to introduce that.. Nice game, pour that it isn't
this popular!. The game is surprisingly playable with just keyboard controls. However, the final boss is complete bs on
keyboard.. It's alright I guess, didn't use much of it.. The funnest gun in the game for 99 Cents? SIgn Me up
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